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vincent troia / 7-23-10 at cave

1.  in the beginning, then, man did not observe the stars for the purpose of an objective chronology, but had greater
    problems and higher aims in mind. what interested him was life and death, life’s span and death’s dangers, the 
    origin which he hoped might disclose possibilities of rebirth to defeat his transience. what he finally found, 
    however, was a measurement, as exact as possible, of the primary clock presented by the rotation of the heavenly 
    bodies. what he sought was a means of influencing the duration of time in the sense of the desire for immortality, 
    and he did not find it. - rank
    magazine photo, paper, black spray paint, 2010, $200

2. not that he leaves something behind him, but in that he works and enjoys and stirs others to work and enjoyment, 
    does man’s importance lie. - goethe
    magazine photo, black spray paint, 2010, $200
   
3. bart simpson
    dowel rod, white spray paint, 2010, $100

4.  in the long run the oppressor is also the victim - zinn
    magazine photo, box fan component, 2010, $150 

5. the whole order of things fills me with a sense of anguish, from the gnat to the mysteries of incarnation; all is
    entirely unintelligible to me, and particularly my own person. great is my sorrow, without limits. none knows of it,
    except god in heaven, and he cannot have pity. - kierkegaard
    photo on paper, glue, tape, black spray paint, 2010, $150
 
6. in art, as in everything living, there is no progress, but only varieties of one stimulus - hebbel
    found drawing, found poem, black spray paint, magazine photo, 2010, $300

7. i do not wish to suggest that revolutions are never necessary, but i do wish to suggest that they are not 
   short cuts to the millennium. there is no short cut to the good life, whether individual or social. to build up
   the good life, we must build up intelligence, self-control, and sympathy. this is a quantitative matter, a matter 
   of gradual improvement, of early training, of educational experiment. only impatience prompts the belief in 
   the possibility of sudden improvement. - russell
   steel, electrical tape, 2010, $300

8. this is the problem of the artist generally: that he creates his own new meanings and must, in turn, be 
    sustained by them. the dialogue is too inverted to be secure. - becker
    cheese grater, black spray paint, 2010, $150
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